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UPCOMING EVENTS

CANOE 2005 – FESTIVAL OF AUSTRALIAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Canoe 2005 – the Festival of Australian Championships
will be ten days of awesome sporting action, featuring Australia’s
Olympic representatives, national team members, and Ironmen
competing in all canoeing disciplines.
WHAT IS CANOE 2005?
Canoe 2005 – the Festival of Australian Championships,
sees Australian Canoeing bring all its discipline championships
together in Penrith over Easter 2005.
Penrith, the host City for Canoe 2005 is located approximately
55 kilometres west of Sydney’s Central Business District and is
on the western outskirts of the Sydney metropolitan area.

Ever wondered why learning to hand
paddle a K1 was useful?
Join in the national event

CLEAN UP AUSTRALIA DAY
Sunday 6th March 2005
Gloves, boats and various utensils provided
Meet at the club at 9am
There will be no 8am beginner class on the day.
BBQ 12 noon. BYO meat and salads.
“Our land abounds in nature strips,
we keep Australia clean...”

EVENT SCHEDULE
 Australian Flatwater Championships 22nd to 26th March 2005
 Australian Marathon Championships 27th & 28th March 2005
 Australian Canoe Polo Championships To be conﬁrmed
 Energy Australia Canoe Slalom International 25th & 26th March
 Australian Canoe Freestyle Championships 25th March 2005
Marathon entries are due 25/2 – refer to Australian
canoeing website for an entry form.
Sprint and canoe polo are due now – refer to Australian
canoeing website for an entry form.
THE VICTORIA SCHOOL CHAMPIONSHIPS
FOR CANOE POLO, FLATWATER AND MARATHON
The Victoria School Championships for Canoe Polo, Flatwater
and Marathon will take place on:
Canoe Polo – Saturday 19 March 2005
Flatwater – Saturday 30 April 2005
Marathon – Sunday 1 May 2005
Further information and entry forms are available from
Andrea at Canoeing Victoria, telephone 9459 4251.
Email: andrea@canoevic.org.au

Kevin Hannington proudly stands next to the unit he built for the new club
TV/DVD & VHS player. Photo: Michael Loftus-Hills.
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CHAIRMAN’S
REPORT

Welcome to this edition of the Fairﬁeld newsletter.
It is hard to believe that it is only a couple of months since the
last newsletter; so much has happened.

Sunday morning 10am training continues with variety being the
theme this year. Pam Lilburne conducted water games for the ﬁrst
session of the year. Liz Hirrschoff conducted an excellent event
attracting the largest number of participants for quite a while.

Congratulations to all those Fairﬁeld members, their families

K1s proliferated. Steve Beitz conducted the 5km time trials, which

and friends who competed or land crewed in the Murray River

turned into 10kms when someone stole the turning buoy at the

Marathon. At a rough count there were between 30 and 40

pump station. Great fun was been had by all participants.

members/family/friends involved in the event. The conditions
over the ﬁve days were extremely varied, however the paddling
was enthusiastic and the camaraderie evident.
If I may indulge, I would like to speciﬁcally mention the
inspirational performance of Julie Slattery. Julie was involved
in a serious accident a couple of years ago. One of her goals
set during the rehabilitation process was to compete in this years

The Sunday morning beginners sessions are currently being run
by Julie Perriam and Michael Loftus-Hills. Thank you both for your
continued contribution.
The FCC website has recently been updated to include a section
on Frequently Asked Questions. Photos from last years events
have also been posted.

Murray River Marathon. Julie competed in the Mixed Relay event

Finally, Sunday the 6th March has been designated as ‘Clean Up

and smiled throughout the 404kms (or was that a grimace).

Australia’ day. FCC has registered for this event which has been

We congratulate Julie on achieving this personal goal.

very well supported in previous years. We look forward to seeing

The Yarra River has been in the news this last month. At last count
four kayakers had become very ill after falling in and swallowing

you all there again this year.
Happy Paddling.

water from the Yarra. Those members who have paddled lately
will have smelt and seen many dead eels between Darebin Creek
and Dights falls. This situation has been replicated on a number
of other sections of the Yarra. Amongst the thousands of words
written, and the varied opinions given there are some constants.
The Yarra river is a major urban stream, the watershed of which
shares the area with over 2 million people. The river tends to
be more contaminated straight after heavy rain. Many items
dropped on roads within the watershed will end up on or in the
river. It is very difﬁcult to establish if this river is more polluted or
less polluted than it was 20 years ago. Members of the Fairﬁeld
Canoe Club have been falling into the river for 85 years.
We should all be aware that there is an inherent risk that you
could possibly become ill from paddling on the Yarra.
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Bradley surrounded by Edwina (left),
Jenny and Kathryn Lee (far right).
Photo: Bradley Thomas collection..

CLUB PROFILE – BRADLEY THOMAS

How often do you paddle?
I paddle whenever I get a chance, although I am a bit of a
fairweather paddler – and I tend to do more in the lead up to
Murray etc. I am currently paddling in TK1 or TK2, depending on
who is out paddling. However, I do step up my training programs
prior to the Murray (did TK2 full distance in 2001 and TK2 relay
in 2003) or the Cobram 40 miler, when I try and get in 3 or 4
sessions a week.
When you paddle – can you describe a typical session
Paddling for me normally involves an evening run down-stream
to either the boathouse or the falls. I also prefer the session to be
followed by a meal and a couple of ales in a nearby pub.
Have you had any unusual experiences on the river
or at the club?
I could say that I have had a rather normal paddling experience,
including the odd swim in the Yarra and Murray as part of my
training/racing program.
What do you do when you are not paddling?
Bradley Thomas at which race? Photo: Bradley Thomas collection.

In this issue of the FCC newsletter we proﬁle Bradley Thomas.
Bradley joined the club in November after paddling on the
Maribyrnong as a member of the Footscray Canoe Club.
When did you join FCC and why?
I joined the FCC in November for a few reasons: 1 So that I could
do a bit more paddling, 2 I have friends at the club, and 3 the
Yarra is nicer than the Maribyrnong. Also, I would eventually like
to get a spot to store my boat – a TK1. I ﬁrst became involved with
FCC three years ago when I started training for the Murray with a
friend for TK2 full distance.

When I am not on the water, I can be found riding a bike, playing
netball or watching any sport, with my favourite being rugby
union. To sponsor my sporting habits I work for AWB (Australian
Wheat Board) in the treasury team looking after the company’s
funding requirements.
Any comments about the club – areas for change
or improvement?
I would have to say I have really enjoyed the social side of the
club over the past few years, including ﬁlm and pub nights with
members of the club. I would love to see some new boat racks
built, so I can store my boat at the club, which would make
training a little easier. I have always been interested in paddling;
as a child I was brought up in Yarrawonga and can remember
watching the start of the Murray since I was about 5 years old,
so I jumped at the opportunity a few years ago to learn to paddle
and do the Murray.
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Left: Peter walking into the Toaroa River.

NEW ZEALAND WHITEWATER
TOUR DE SOUTH ISLAND

Middle: Buller River.
Right: Waiting for ice blocks to clear below the
Franz Josef Glacier.

With all my whitewater paddling friends heading east to NZ

There are too many runs on the rain-drenched coast to mention,

I did not require much convincing to join them. The notion of

however there are not too many rivers with roads leading up

whitewater paddling in summer with daylight until 10pm seemed

them. Not paddling the hardcore rivers we did not need to

more of a fantasy than reality, the idea took some getting used to.

resort to the helicopter service to gain remote access as we were

Flying into Christchurch on New Year’s day with kayak in hand it

paddling the ﬂatter more accessible sections nearer the coast.

was not until boarding the bus to Murchison that I was questioned

That is not to say that we didn’t rough it, we found plenty of knee

about the boat. Unlike the ﬂight I had already paid extra for

deep mud walking into the Toaroa River.

putting the kayak on the bus so I was surprised to be questioned
at this point. Perhaps this was a strange dream that I was awaking
from after all.

After a week of rain and sandﬂies it was time to head south
towards Queenstown for some novelty runs and some classic runs.
First up on the drive south was a visit to the Franz Josef Glacier.

Finally arriving in Murchison, I met up with my buddies from

The landscape here is deceptive, what looked like a short walk

Melbourne, Monash and RMIT outdoors clubs as well as numerous

to the foot of the Glacier turned out to be a bit of a hike with the

paddlers from the northern hemisphere all with the same idea.

kayaks as everything is so Big! Having arrived at the foot of the

Murchison is a Mecca for whitewater kayakers like Torquay is to

glacier we had our ﬁrst look at the river. It was fast, continuous

surfers. Murchison is an ideal starting point for a kayaking tour

and milky-gray in colour with the only eddies behind blocks of ice

as several rivers join here offering many paddling options all

that kept on moving. Hmm, this looked like challenging paddling

within easy reach. It is also the home to the New Zealand Kayak

in a very foreign environment. The aura created by the moonlike

School where many of my friends had been in attendance the

scenery, murky water and the strange graunching noise of drifting

previous week. All the rivers in this area join the Buller River, while

ice blocks the size of washing machines grinding into the river

not being difﬁcult it has much more water than anything I have

bed was very novel. Meanwhile an ever-increasing audience of

paddled in Australia. As a result this river is characterized by big

tourists was gathering the longer we waited, curious as to what

wave trains and swirly surging eddies. The easy access to this and

the ‘weirdos with boats’ were doing in such a strange place.

other rivers plus long days allowed us to do two runs a day and

Well, we couldn’t let the audience down so in we jumped except

still have time for a snooze at lunch. “Choice” as the Kiwis say.

for Ruth who decided to play it safe and walk out. We certainly

Next up we headed to the West Coast based at the coastal town
of Hokitika. Hokitika is the centre for Jade carving industry based
on traditional Mouri motifs. Jade (also known as Greenstone)
is extracted from the nearby rivers which a full of big green
boulders. However, this greenstone is not the origin of the
turquoise coloured water, instead this blue-green colour is due
to ﬁne particles of light reﬂecting mica suspended in the water.
Again we found ourselves camped with half of the European
and North American paddling communities with only a handful
of Kiwi paddlers thrown in. The West Coast is famous worldwide
for its multitude of steep technical kayaking hence the strong
international contingent. It is not hard to see why as snow capped
mountains drop into the ocean and the rainfall makes Tasmania
arid in comparison. But we were not here for steep technical runs
as we had brought play-boats that are not suited to such rivers.

put on a show as all of us managed to get “worked in holes”
(getting stuck in recirculating hydraulics). I found myself paddling
last due to ﬁlming and safety duties for the ﬁrst section, this
gave me the advantage of seeing which hydraulics were causing
problems. Having used this knowledge to dodge my way through
I spotted a tourist ﬁlming me so I chose to make an eddy in front
of him only to ﬁnd it full of rocks and grit. Instead I bounced off
backwards, managing to correct the line of the boat only to drop
into a hole with no speed, thus unable to punch through the
hydraulic. Oh well, so much for a clean run as my side surﬁng
soon became upside down surﬁng. So much for my movie career,
perhaps I should stay down to hide my face. Eventually ﬂushing
off and rolling back up I found grit in my ears, eyes and between
my teeth. Hmm that’s new! The reason the river is such a milky
gray colour is due to all the ﬁne glacial sediment that does not
settle out in the turbulent water. After only a few minutes of this
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Sven on the Matakitaki River.

Sarah resting on the walk into Franz Josef Glacier.

Dawn takes a messy line on the Kokapatohi River.

our numbers were down to three as more members of our group

that day the raft guides told us that the river level was good for

chose to walk until the rapids settled down. Probably a good idea

running the tunnel. So here we were at the mouth (more like a

as the water was far too cold for swimming. But the inevitable

small hole in the gorge wall swallowing half the river) with the

soon happened when Mel found herself in a particularly “sticky”

choice to paddle around or through. Our sense of caution told

hole that would not let her go.

us to go round but or sense of adventure beckoned us in. With

Down near Queenstown we found conditions to be sunny and
windy, thus a chance to dry out our gear for the ﬁrst time in
a week. We came here looking for big water and found the
Kawarau running at 320 cubic metres per second and running
blue. This made the ﬂoods on the Yarra last November look like
a dirty muddy drain. Big waves, bungeejumpers and whirlpools:
not your typical whitewater river. Our ﬁrst section on this river
while not being difﬁcult became notable due to a swim by Andrew.
Due to the steep rocky walls and fast ﬂowing water Andrew and
his boat were rescued on opposite banks half a kilometre apart.
Reuniting the two proved to be an epic that took up much of the
morning. Just as well the days are long as we still had time for
lunch before an afternoon run.
With a taste for big water the hunt for bigger waves was on.

much trepidation we paddled into the void unable to see the
other end until inside the mouth. From here we headed towards
the small window of light that seemed to take a short eternity to
arrive despite the fast moving water. Once at the other end we
found ourselves racing towards a huge horizon line as the river
drops away. No place for the faint hearted as we had committed
ourselves to running this rapid when we entered the tunnel. Only
once we went over the horizon line could we see what lay ahead,
a trench that quickly drops 5 metres ﬁnishing with all the water is
focused into one big boily mess at the bottom. If only we had a
camera set up to catch our facial expressions as we hit the trench
before wiping out at the bottom. What a way to end our South
Island paddling adventure: big smiles all round!
Jim Anderson

Further upstream on the Kawarau we found it, but not before
watching some bungeejumpers go purple in the face on their way
down to greet us at river level only to disappear back towards the
sky where they came from. What strange things people do for a
thrill! Now back to the paddling, ahh yes, BIG, fun, bouncy userfriendly rapids with waves topping 2.5metres high, heaven in a
boat! We ﬁnished this section by taking-out at our campsite where
Andrew greeted us with cold beer and ice-cream. Heaven out of
a boat!
Last up was a well-known classic, the Shotover Gorge. While the
end of the run virtually ﬁnishes in Queenstown getting to the putin for this river is an adventure in itself. The steep twisty road was
bad enough but the addition of crazy minibus drivers ferrying rafts
in and out on the one lane road only added to the pre-paddle
nerves. Once on the river we found several powerful hydraulics.
These tossed our little kayaks around resulting in many wipeouts,

The end of another day. Photos: Jim Anderson collection.

but nothing a quick roll couldn’t ﬁx. However, the climax was still
to come …. Colonial gold-miners dug a tunnel to divert the river,
much like Pound Bend Tunnel on the Yarra. Only this tunnel was
longer faster and narrower with a big rapid at the end. Earlier
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FRANK’S CHAMPION TK2 TEAM
MIXED OPEN COMPETITORS

Having spent many holidays at Tocumwal watching the Murray

If we couldn’t beat them in the water it was worth stirring them

River Marathon, Les Jonas, his sister, Pam, and his daughter,

when they appeared with tee shirts named after their intrepid

Sarah, all expressed an interest in having a go. Pam married

leader Doigy. Lots of fun followed with us appearing at the

Frank who professed to be an experienced paddler. With coercion

Murrabit pub to ﬁnd signage on the front and toilet doors and

of Sarah’s partner, Blake and their friend Adam together with Jan

all the surrounding walls claiming the areas were all Frank Free

and Helen, Pam’s friends, a team evolved. Zoli’s classes were the

Zones! We were prepared and entertained the entire clientele with

starting point to get this team underway.

the following ditty:

Frank felt the most appropriate name for such an inexperienced
team would be “River Rabble”. The team rebelled and unbeknown
to Frank entered a name with a positive lilt: “Frank’s Champions
of the World!”

We’re Frank’s Champions
And we’re alright, we paddle
All day and we drink all night.

Secretly tee shirts were printed for the team outings. Seven shirts

Frank thinks that we’re all duds

said, “WE’RE WITH FRANK.” One shirt said, “I AM FRANK.”

Who hang around in bars
He wished he had a real team
Just like his old papa’s
We’re Frank’s Champions
And we’re alright, we paddle
All day and we drink all night.
Frank’s our coach and captain
He thinks he knows the lot
Unfortunately his team has
Clearly lost the plot.
We’re Frank’s Champions
And we’re alright, we paddle
All day and we drink all night.

Frank’s Champions.

These created a wonderful talking point each evening and even

Frank really wants a good team

developed into a challenge with another team, the Malley Tyre

That are not just his puppets

Muppets.

He’s looking for some talent to

Dealing with all the elements during the ﬁrst two days we had
noticed we were in close competition for ﬁfth place with the
Muppets heading them by 15 minutes on Day 1. Little did we
know they had capsized 6 times on the ﬁrst day as well as being
swamped another 4 times which ensured a hurried detour to the

Beat the Malley Muppets
We’re Frank’s Champions
And we’re alright, we paddle
All day and we drink all night.

river bank. They calculated this held them back by at least an
hour. Once they learnt how to remain in the kayak, their paddling
actually left us trailing behind.
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Joan Doreian
Social Committee
Phone 9836 9348 H
9824 8333 W

SOCIAL COMMITTEE

The next day it was appropriate for this welcoming sign for

The Christmas BBQ was held at the club on 19 December last

the Muppets.

year and was a great success. The weather was great, company
superb and the day was topped off with the arrival of Father
Christmas! It was also fantastic to see Zoli and his wife there,
enjoying the festivities.
UPCOMING SOCIAL EVENTS
Sunday 6 March

Clean Up Australia Day
9am–12pm followed by a BBQ
Gloves and bags will be provided

Sunday 3 April

Launch of the Winter Series.
Be at the club at 10am for a paddle
and ﬁnd out all about the Winter Series,
followed by a BBQ.

Les Jonas with his sister Pam, holding the welcoming sign for the Muppets.

Willing helpers required to help out with these events – please
contact Joan Doreian if you can assist!

After much good-hearted banter both teams spent New
Years’ Eve at Doigy’s house. The paddling had been a great
achievement for Frank’s Champions. We completed the journey
in 36 hours beaten into sixth place by Doigy’s Malley Muppets
but feeling a great sense of achievement having had fun, hard
work, fresh air and enjoying the company of some new mates!

DESIGN COMPETITION
Is there an original, practical and affordable solution
for preventing the sign-on sheets for the “intermediate
class” getting wet? Rack your brain and submit your entry

Jan Lovett

(complete with name and contact number) by the 15th

On behalf of Frank, Pam, Les, Sarah, Blake, Adam and Helen.

of March into the red box in the club house. Winner will

PS Many thanks to Gary Flanigan and Liz Wells who both

receive a club cap!

generously offered the use of their kayaks when our initial kayak

EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE

was causing concern.

FCC News, the club’s email service will now be printed
and pinned on the boards under the section titled
Communication Committee in the clubhouse.
EASTER PADDLE
If anyone is interested in a touring trip to the Glenelg
River for 2–3 days over Easter, then contact Kevin on
0427 050039.
LABELLING OF FCC EQUIPMENT
Club paddles will soon be identiﬁed by a red dot as
an interim measure whilst some club address stickers
are produced.

Frank’s Champions and the Muppets. Photos: Jan Lovett collection.
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MURRAY MARATHON
REPORT

Antony Miller approaching a checkpoint.

The Red Cross Murray Marathon is the world’s longest ﬂat water

Day three (Picnic Point to Echuca) was supposed to provide some

kayaking race – competitors must paddle 404 kilometres over

relief, being only 78kms. While the ﬁrst 20km out from Picnic

5 consecutive days, starting in Yarrawonga and ﬁnishing in Swan

point were very picturesque, the day was littered with submerged

Hill. Around eight years ago, a good friend suggested that we

snags and swirling water, which made staying upright a signiﬁcant

should do the Marathon for a bit of fun. However, this remained

challenge. Then, to ﬁnish the day, I had to do battle with the wash

a fanciful thought until about a year ago when I met Grant Clarke,

from the huge paddle steamers as I bobbed my way into Echuca.

who told me about how he had completed the Marathon a couple
of times and then introduced me to the Fairﬁeld Canoe Club.

By day four, it was more the wear and tear on my hands, the
soreness from having sat in the boat for 25 hours, and the fact

After about ﬁve months of reasonably intensive training, I was

that the river becomes very slow which made the 60km paddle

foolhardy enough to believe that I was ready to take on the

between Echuca and Torrumbarry so arduous. Otherwise, my

mighty Murray River and compete in the Marathon.

body had started to adjust to the monotony of swinging a paddle

At 8.30am on 27 December 2004, I set off. The start was

for around 8 hours a day.

absolutely nerve racking, there were kayaks everywhere, the wind

Finally I woke up on New Years Eve knowing that there were

was howling, and I was praying that I wouldn’t fall out of my boat

only 76kms to go to Swan Hill, and that if I made it I would have

until I was at least around the bend.

something truly fantastic to celebrate that night. However, the

On the ﬁrst day (Yarrawonga to Tocumwal), there were ravaging
headwinds for the full 92kms. The winds were so strong that they
caused waves (with white caps) to be formed on the river. It felt
like I was paddling upstream the whole way.

40 degree heat, with its hot, dry wind, slapping me in the face
the whole way, quickly tempered my excitement. But then, after
6hrs and 45mins, when I rounded the last bend, the delight and
relief of seeing the ﬁnish line made me paddle as fast as I could.
The feeling as I saw the crowd on the bank cheering, heard the

On the second day (which was a repeat of day one due to

announcer calling my name, and saw my parents and friends

ﬂooding) I had to ﬁght fatigue, the wind, and some submerged

so excited to see me ﬁnishing this challenge was completely

logs to make it through. My hands had also started to blister,

overwhelming.

and after falling in for the second time, I started to question why
I wasn’t at the Boxing Day Test or down the coast instead.

The Murray Marathon is an amazing event. It allows you to push
yourself both physically and mentally. It introduces you to many
wonderful people, such as your fellow competitors, their support
crews, and the volunteers that make the race possible. And in
my case, I had the added bonus of being able to share the
satisfaction of completing this challenge with my parents.
I would like to thank my parents and their friends Robin and
Tim for their fantastic work as land crew and unerring support
throughout the race, Grant Clarke for his guidance in preparing
for the race, Wennie Van Lint for his generosity in lending me his
kayak, Marg Buck, Steve Beitz, and the other club members that
provided me with advice and encouragement for the race.
Antony ﬁnished the Murray Marathon in a time of 37:53:30,
4th in the Open K1 category, and 81st overall.
Antony Miller

Antony’s hands on Day Four. Photos Antony Miller collection.
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THE
BIG
BASH
GREY POWER ON THE
MURRAY RIVER IN 2004!

One of the ‘Grey Power’ Gary Flanigan. Photo: Flanigan collection.

Werner Bolz, Kevin Hannington, Geoff Hindle, Mike Goyne and

As those who attended the event will vouch, the wind was terrible!

me! What a team!

Whilst the river twists and turns, my recollection is that for much

In the knowledge that Kevin was going to – and did – retire from
his job with the RACV, Werner, Kevin and I seemed to have had
the idea to do a relay from sometime about mid-year. What we
required was simply to ﬁnd an extra member!
Geoff initially indicated that he was having trouble recovering
from a shoulder reconstruction but Mike Goyne – from the Sale
Canoe Club – indicated an interest and proved to be a great
addition. Just before the registration day at Footscray, Geoff

of the time it was coming directly into your face. I have no idea
whether the wind strengthened over the day but I – having done
the last leg on the ﬁrst three days – certainly complained the most!
The wind was one thing but the effect of that was magniﬁed by the
set-up of the boat. Basically, we didn’t adjust the trim at any stage
and, as a consequence, so it seemed to me, the boat was down
at the bow and this reduced rudder control which was particularly
noticeable when caught in a cross-wind.

indicated he would be ﬁt enough to join the team. That made it

I for one certainly complained about the boat and lack of rudder

a team of ﬁve which proved, logistically, to be an ideal number.

control but the others seemed to cope better than I so we stuck

As it turned out our team, together with my wife Helen – and on
a couple of days, some of our family – was very homogeneous
and interacted very enjoyably as a group.
Because Mike was ‘assistant race starter’ each day, and also
because his mate Rene (from Ivanhoe CC) was doing the half
distance relay which started at Bravo, Mike also started each day
at Bravo and did the third leg on all but the ﬁnal day when he
did the ﬁnal run into Swan Hill.

with that mongrel of a thing – out of deference to Mike – rather
than substituting Werner’s better boat – which has a bigger rudder
and in which we all seem to have better trim and no problems
with control.
On the ﬁrst day, I bottled just after the changeover, then had to
empty the water out of the boat (collected from the waves coming
over the bow into the cockpit) on three separate occasions and,
when caught in a ﬁshing line, which I could not pass off over my
head, did a hasty roll into the drink yet again! The hook on that

To pander to Geoff’s new shoulder, he was initially allocated the

line, which was only about ﬁve feet from my body when I stood

shortest leg each day but felt up to doing a longish stint on the

up in the shallows, was about two centimetres long! What a day!

third and fourth days. I ‘sat out on the fourth day’ and had

Really character building but, still good fun!

an early start in the boozer waiting for me mates to arrive in
lovely Murrabit.

During the ﬁrst two days I (and I believe Werner, and maybe Kev
to a lesser degree) had a particularly difﬁcult time with control

Kevin hogged the starts each day just so as to be the object of

of the boat, especially when caught in cross-winds. I was actually

all that cheering! Actually, that old skinny blighter can go ‘like

blown in a full circle on two occasions, near crashed the bank

a cut cat’ and, if all our team members were as capable as Kev,

on the odd occasion and paddled backwards down the river on

we might possibly have got third place. [Kev’s version is that the

others! What a day!

others were too scared of the difﬁcult starts! Ed].

Werner also seemed to have some trouble controlling the boat

Werner as always, was ever helpful and agreeable, and accepted

and bottled twice on day one and actually hit the bank at right

second ﬁddle to Kevin each day with his usual good grace.

angles due to the wind and lack of rudder control on other

Our nightly discussions were greatly enhanced by Werner’s

occasions. Even with those difﬁculties, Werner produced some

contributions, sagacity and humour.

commendable results and contributed greatly – by just being
‘ever happy’ Werner – to a memorable and enjoyable event.
Continued on page 16
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TRINITY AT THE MURRAY

Left: Sam Potter and Jim Buzacott paddling on Day 2. Above: Tom Darlington
and Andrew Merrifield at a checkpoint on Day 4. Photos: David Bevan.

This year’s Murray Marathon was the 8th in which Trinity has
competed. The team comprised nine paddlers, Sam Munro
(on his 5th Murray), Tom Darlington, Jonno Eager, Sam Potter,
Jim Buzacott, Nich Hill and Andrew Merriﬁeld (all relatively
seasoned competitors), plus two newcomers, Tim Norman and
Robbie Philpott. Together with parents (essential ground crew),
siblings, two cooks and a variety of other supporters, the party
came to around 35 in all.
The boys had been training steadily through the year, and despite
the interruptions of the late ﬂood on the Yarra and exams, worked
hard to improve their times during the concentrated training of
the ﬁnal few weeks. A feature of this year’s team was the even
standard of all the paddlers, with no signiﬁcant differences in
times between the fastest and slowest pairs. Fairly late in training
we acquired a GPS which can give a continuous readout of the
average boatspeed. The ability to keep track of speed resulted in
a further and immediate improvement of about 2% in time trials.
Day 1 started off with very strong winds which raised a steep chop
on the straight below the Yarrawonga Weir, making conditions
difﬁcult. After a good start, the supporters decided all was well
and headed to their cars to depart for Alpha. 500 metres down
the ﬁrst straight, the boat drove right through a large wave kicked
up by the wind. Running down the next wave, the water in the
boat ran to the bow and the boat kept going down for Trinity’s
ﬁrst swim of the 2004 Murray. Recovery was slow due to the width
of the river, but the team got going again and kept the pace on
to ﬁnish the day in 3rd place, only 7 minutes behind Beacon Hills.
Consultation that evening resulted in some intense work with
ﬁbreglass and resin, and a serious water deﬂector was installed
ready for Day 2.
Day 2 resulted in no serious mishaps, other than the coach being
nudged off a ledge into the river at the change at Alpha. The
deﬂector proved its worth in the still windy conditions, occasionally
even topping up one or two competitors’ boats with the diverted
spray. One or two paddlers started to feel a bit sore, but the result
for the day improved with Trinity coming in second, 2½ minutes
ahead of Beacon Hills.
On the water, the pressure stayed on for the next 2 days, with all
four teams in the division ﬁnishing inside 105% of the leaders time
on Day 3, and 101.5% on Day 4.
On the last day the boys decided to go for broke. Tom and Jon
took the tricky start at Murribit where the narrow river isn’t kind

to those who hang back, usually leaving them wallowing in the
heavy wash from the lead boats. Tom was very aggressive at the
start and got the jump on the others, clearly leading through the
bridge. They missed the excitement behind them when one girls’
school clipped the rudder of the Beacon Hills girls, pushing them
right across the front of Strathcona, the ensuing collision nearly
slicing the bow off the Beacon Hills boat!
The Trinity boys powered on, opening up a good three and a half
minutes lead over the rest at the ﬁrst change. Next in were Sam P.
and Jim. They maintained their lead with a solid paddle over the
17 kilometres. The third pair was Nich and Andrew. There was
some anxiety as to how they would manage this leg, being the
youngest in the team, and with a rising temperature for what is
the longest run of the day at 25km. They surprised us all by still
coming in well ahead and maintaining the solid 3½ minute break.
Sam M. and Robbie were away well on the ﬁnal leg, but
Camberwell set off at a cracking pace with their gun paddler,
Stewart in the front seat. With Stewart clearly the strongest school
age paddler in the event, Camberwell began to steadily make
up ground. About 10km from the ﬁnish they drew alongside.
Sam was able to catch the wash and he and Robbie hung on
gamely for the next 9km. A kilometre from the ﬁnish, a paddle
steamer pushed out into the river and separated the two boats.
Camberwell eased ahead to ﬁnish 37 seconds in front, a great
ﬁnish to an exciting event.
New Year’s Eve was a great wind-down to the event. Most of the
schools competitors stayed at the campsite and organised their
own party which rocked on well in to the next morning. At 7am
one or two were observed still sitting on chairs around the camp
trying to look as if they were awake.
Reﬂections
 We only need to go a little bit faster next year!
 The GPS was a great success. It worked as a great motivator

in training, and it was really useful to be able to tell how far
there was to go on each leg.
 We need a boat with a bit more buoyancy in the bow for

next year.
 There must be a better pump!
 The important part of the event is to have fun.

David Bevan
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REFLECTIONS ON
THE 2004 RELAYS
Final training on the Yarra from left Nich Hill and Jono Eager (in the back)
and Robbie Philpott with Andrew Merrifield in the back. Photo: David Bevan.

There is no doubt that, despite feelings by some that relays are

and not the least, sizes of teams. However the following table,

not “doing the Murray properly”, relays do generate the most

a composite of all the relay teams doing the 2004 Murray,

excitement, usually due to some element of competition. Of course

provides an interesting reﬂection. Make of it what you will!

there are many different kinds of groups who come together to

David Bevan

do a relay – different motivations, skill levels, ages, levels of ﬁtness
Number
425
344
416
329
411
407
325
413
414
408
343
359
356
323
426
428
415
326
401
336
333
402
409
410
427
335
302
341
403
406
314
429
424
357
412
327
307
405
332
322
430
311
316
306

Team
Camberwell Grammar School ‘A’ Team
Sunshine Coast Canoe Club
Albury Schools
Paddy Express
Beaconhills Combined Kayak Team 1
Trinity Grammar School
Tongue Waggers
Beaconhills Combined Kayak Team 2
MLC Silver
Southwood Boys Grammar – Tintern
The Victoria Hotel Wagga Wagga Coca Cola Cub Team
4t+
Enormous Horns
Paddy Expectations
Camberwell Grammar U16 ‘A’ Team
Team Squishy
Nvus
Iririky
Christ The King Anglican College
Red October
Wallies On Water
Strathcona 1
Tintern Girls Blue
Tintern Schools Green
Camberwell Grammar U16 ‘B’ Team
Fatty Boombah
Incc Bluebells
Mallee Tyre Muppets
Strathcona 2
Fang’in
Frank’s Champions
Maikm
MLC Green
The Others
Australian Air Force Cadets
Sick Puppies
Oh Bugger
Strathcona 3
This Way Up 1
Tezza’s Tigers
Swan Hill College - Anatidaephobia
Murrabit Lions
Grease Lightening
Melbourne Airport

No. Paddlers
8
8
10
8
11
9
10
9
9
11
13
6
5
9
9
8
6
6
8
11
10
8
9
9
10
9
9
5
9
8
8
8
8
10
10
9
6
12
9
8
8
8
12
4

Overall
Time
30:05:39
30:14:23
30:16:45
30:34:39
30:44:41
30:49:00
31:39:21
31:42:15
31:47:21
31:47:54
31:53:49
31:54:00
32:09:01
32:58:11
33:04:15
33:17:24
33:22:55
33:33:04
33:48:41
34:06:14
34:16:45
34:18:43
34:20:04
34:34:06
34:37:10
34:38:54
35:35:31
35:42:49
36:11:55
36:36:42
36:46:45
36:54:02
37:50:16
37:57:24
38:07:45
38:11:54
38:41:45
39:28:23
40:03:17
40:06:07
41:58:50
43:35:37

Place
in Div
1
1
1
2
2
3
1
1
2
4
2
3
4
3
1
1
2
1
2
5
6
3
4
3
3
4
2
5
5
4
6
4
6
7
1
8
7
7
9
10
8
11

% Best
Time
100.00
100.48
100.61
101.61
102.16
102.40
105.19
105.35
105.63
105.66
105.99
106.00
106.83
109.56
109.89
110.62
110.92
111.49
112.35
113.32
113.91
114.02
114.09
114.87
115.04
115.13
118.27
118.67
120.28
121.66
122.21
122.62
125.73
126.13
126.70
126.93
128.58
131.17
133.10
133.25
139.50
144.86

Place
Overall
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
W/D
W/D
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THE HOLLOWCORE MV50K4 MARATHON TEAM
(AKA FAIRFIELD CANOE CLUB OLDIES)
Left: Peter Thompson and Dave Richards at Yarrawonga.
Middle: The K4 at the start. Right: The Hollowcore team.
Photos: Stephen Beitz collection.

The team began the planning and training in April for our entry

We secured the generous sponsorship of Peter Healy and his

into the 35th Red Cross Murray River Marathon, nine months

company Hollowcore Concrete, who provided brilliant ﬂuorescent

before the start of the event. Our decision to join the six thousand

orange team T-shirts for the paddlers and land crew, clearly visible

other paddlers, land crew and supporters taking part in one of

at 2 kilometres, together with named stickers for the boat.

the longest canoe races in the world was serious and deliberate.
Steve Beitz, our chief planner, organizer, coach and captain
assured us we were going to zoom down the river in about a
quarter of the time it usually takes. And so with conﬁdence, the
K4 Men’s Open team of Colin Day, Peter Thompson, Steve Beitz
and Dave Richards was born.
We trained twice weekly at ﬁrst, clicking up the distance with
training sessions of one and a half to two hours each on
Saturdays and Sundays, paddling under the watchful eyes of

Challenge number two occurred when Power House Dave
Richards sliced open his right hand 6 weeks before the event.
As his hand was full of ﬁne sutures and tightly bound, he was
conﬁned to an indoor (hand free) strengthening and ﬁtness
program until the all clear was eventually given 2 weeks before
start date.
Big decisions were made about suitable drink containers and their
ﬁrey contents, energy food for the race and motel bookings.

Steve in his “super go-fast kayak” and our own TK1’s. Emails

Our land crew, two energetic experienced Fairﬁeld paddlers, was

ﬂew back and forth as we planned available times to ﬁt with our

“selected” and we happily included Julie (the Gentle) Perriam and

busy private lives, partners and careers. As time ticked by, the

Nicola (Nic) Thompson, Peter’s daughter whom he had carefully

expectation was for a relatively easy transition into the K4. Shock

nurtured and trained to keep our sights in focus with her “in your

– nothing was further from the truth. All was suddenly revealed –

face” no nonsense diplomatic approach.

it was four times harder to paddle in a K4 than any other boat we

The ﬁrst day was bloody hard. It was very cold, wet, with gale

had experienced, and without more intense training, there was a

force winds, and a fast high river. As the end of the day drew

possibility we would continually tip over and eventually take four

near, exhaustion was overtaking me and my mind began to play

times longer to paddle the 404 kilometres to Swan Hill.

tricks. I imagined a horrible vision of falling out only 500 metres

Four individual, self determined men had to paddle, sit, move,

or so from the end, leaving three furious paddlers and the river

balance in a total synchronized way, precisely and exactly as each

current to pull them home into Tocumwal. I was convinced it must

other, as one! This became the ﬁrst big challenge. Our training

be me wobbling the boat instead of the ferocious force 10 winds.

increased to mid week sessions in late afternoons, and because

The truth was everybody felt exactly the same. Stuffed beyond

we were not all available at the same time, Julie Perriam, Steve

belief, but delighted to have ﬁnished one of the worst days in the

Gadsden and Andrew Wright were happy to be the extra paddlers

history of the marathon’s 35 years each felt empty and exhausted

for the training program.

and so relieved to ﬁnd they were not alone. The next day would

The stroke of our K4 team was self confessed SNAG Colin

be the toughest to beat, with a weather forecast not much better.

(Teaspoon) Day who rated like a Hawaiian Surf champion

Back at the Red Cross camp HQ, the usual massage at Tocumwal

handling a lightweight state of the art paddle ﬁtted with teaspoons

was useless. As an alternative, Dave suggested a radox bath,

on each end, to enable him to maintain a rating of about 80

hence his the new nickname “Radox Rich”. The hot bath really

strokes per minute. Second seat was covered by Peter (Flying

did the trick and enabled us to leave the masseurs for others who

Kookaburra) Thompson, a perfect spot to ensure he didn’t fall out

hadn’t learnt the secrets of mineral relief for muscle pain.

of the boat in case it was him leaning left or right. He was in full

At the start of Day 2 we paddled well to Checkpoint Alpha.

view of Captain-Coach, (regimentally disciplined, navy trained,

Steve called for a stop, jumped from the boat and sprinted up the

electric Sparky Rear Admiral) Steve Beitz in position three. Position

bank to ﬁrst aid. The rest of us stood waiting, and watching for

four was held by Dave (Power House) Richards, pretending to be

him to sprint back to the boat. Minutes passed. Eventually, word

Stefﬁ Graff on Centre Court as he grunted his way down the river

came back that disaster had struck again. Doctors had ordered

on Day 1.
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Colin Day, Dave Richards and Stephen Beitz
relax after a long day on the water.

Dave Richards and Colin Day in the new ’TK2’ team.

Dave Richards, Nicola Thompson & Shane Cavagna.

him off the water due to a potential nerve damage problem in

It suddenly became apparent that Shane was likely to become

his ﬁngers and arm. Challenge number three! The only thing to

an orphan, excommunicated from the famous Paddies, charged

do in such circumstances was to regroup at a pub and liquidly

with treason.

decide the future.

Later after some food based recovery, Sprinting Shane told Radox

So after loudly thrashing out many different options, the offer of

Rich that Alex was not too happy with us. Determined to ensure

a Paddies TK2, the paddling skills of Shane Cavagna down from

President Mick [Mick Kane, President of Fairﬁeld Canoe Club. Ed.]

Sydney for the fun, land crew gals Nicola and Julie bursting for

would not need to write an ofﬁcial complaint letter to Admiral

a paddle, a late entry and transfer into a non competitive relay

Stephen, Alex and Power House Dave had a small chat, when the

class won the vote.

rules were discussed and agreed that if the same circumstances

The two Paddy teams had been good enough to make their
spare emergency TK2 available to us on two conditions: ﬁrst that

occurred we would aim to thrash the pants off each other. Rules
or no rules.

we return it “on demand” if they needed it, and second, that we

So Shane was adopted by the Hollowcore team. He slept on the

would not compete with or beat any of the other Fairﬁeld Paddy

ﬂoor in our “Kerang Country Club” with no toilet fan, drank our

teams. Excellent non-cartel material, no collusive deals, perfect

beer, ate our food and our special marathon get ﬁt nibbles of

AAA commission evidence for a negative judgment. We were

mars bars and energy blocks, drank our “Fire Water” of energy

desperate for a paddle, achievement, a purpose and results;

replenishment liquids and basically became one of us. Thanks

we had come to do a job and of course we agreed to any deal!

Shane for the unqualiﬁed commitment to the K4 Losers who

What a challenge the Paddies had given us!

determined to make good, have lots of laughs and plenty of fun.

Now I have to make it quite clear here that serious we were, and

Day 5 dawned as the crack Paddy team of Naomi (‘Ren’) Williams

non competitive we were not. We were there to paddle as fast as

and Anna (‘Stimpy’) Millward determined to ﬁx up the Oldies once

we could, and pass any boat in our sights. Steve had trained and

and for all. Their start was like there was no tomorrow. They had

drilled us to take no prisoners and paddle to win and Day 3 was

decided they were going to give us a bathing and they did. Their

about to start.

ﬁtness, skill and age showed us as the oldies we were. On the

Just before Checkpoint Alpha, we passed Fairﬁeld Paddies Roger
and Lofty “testing” the temperature of the water in the fast ﬂowing
Barmah Forest straits. We arrived at this checkpoint at the same
time as Paddy 2 crew Kirby and Geoff, and the unofﬁcial race
was on.
On Day 4, again just before Checkpoint Alpha, Paddies Kelly
and Alex took a left instead of right pass on a right hand “S”
bend. They were chasing down a genuine major Paddy competitor

water the Paddies looked magniﬁcent and we were no match for
them. Despite our good start, the Admiral in the back for last day
luck and me in the front, the two girls were too good for us by
nautical miles.
The Paddy 2 Team of Disco Glen partnered by Robyn gave chase
after our good start and set their sights on our bright ﬂuoro
armoury. So we ﬁnished the checkpoint sandwiched between the
two Paddy teams.

who had caused them to miss the lead pack by both falling out

Off the water we were fortunate to have Nicola booking eating

at the start. Having chased and caught up to the ﬂuoro orange

places ensuring we were fed up and the steaks had adequate

Hollowcore team of Radox Rich and gut busting Shane Cavagna,

meat to satisfy any kookaburra ﬂying down the river.

the Paddies were heard to let the “F” bomb go because we
inadvertently buggered their pass.

Continued on page 16

We did the only honorable thing – gun it – give Alex and
Kelly a wash to ride, close the gap with the kayak they were
chasing, enabling them pass us ten minutes before the
checkpoint and catch up.
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Grey Power team members, from left,
Kevin Hannington, Geoff Hindle,
Werner Bolz and Mike Goyne.
Photo: Flanigan collection.
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THE GREY POWER

One limitation of the local pubs and restaurants was their difﬁculty

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

delivering the menu as ordered within a reasonable time. Nicola,

Geoff did particularly well on his ‘legs’ and, unlike myself, seemed
to have good control of the boat – at least he didn’t complain as
loudly as myself! On day four Geoff did one of the longer legs

our marketing queen, was regularly heard explaining the need for
them to at least provide the fundamentals in customer service by
telling us if they were experiencing problems.

whilst I had a ‘rest day’; which involved moving our camp from

In Echuca a meal was served without mushrooms because

Echuca to Murrabit – logistically, this was a great arrangement as

although they were expressly stated on the menu the kitchen had

it allowed me to have a leisurely lunch with Helen, to set-up the

run out of stock. Nicola was so bloody hungry after waiting two

camp and have a cold beer ready for me mates when they arrived

hours for the ordered meal, having spent far more on drinks than

and, it allowed Geoff (by choice) to depart for home for a timely

kitty allowed, she was prepared to eat anything – and she did.

New Year with his family.

We had fun observing the gamesmanship between Nic, ourselves

Besides the adrenalin rush of the change-overs, and the desire

and the locals in Echuca, who just couldn’t seem to get it right.

to produce ‘acceptable’ paddle times, for me, the highlight of

However when they brought out a third bottle of red, at no

the event were the particularly relaxing but always enjoyable and

charge, to make amends for their failures, we were disciplined

sometimes hilarious moments around the camp in the evenings!

as you would expect, and sat (quietly) and drank. So on the night

Given that I had our caravan in tow we had all modern facilities

of Day 2 we had plenty to soothe our frustration.

– trestle tables, stacking chairs, power and lights and a fridge for

Sleeping, an important component of the Murray Marathon,

the beer and vino – and were able, as a consequence, to party and

is enhanced by no snoring. Despite my non-snoring pillow roll,

eat like Royalty!

Teaspoon Col was forced to call me to order several times during

On one night we had BBQ sausages and steaks, on another
Muscles (cooked by Lise, our son Cameron’s ﬁancee who, with
Cam, our daughter Sarah and her husband Graham, came up
to see the action for a day) soup and pasta, and on another

the nights. My response, apart from a windy reply and an aching
right shoulder that prohibited any arm movements unless by lifting
it with the other arm, was to roll over not be heard again until
Col woke for an early stroll in the wee morning hours.

cold salad and Christmas dinner leftovers – all with a wonderful

Generally Julie and Stephen slept in rooms so far away there

assortment of cheeses and dips, vino and cold beer! What

was no chance of disturbance from us. Peter Thompson was so

wonderful, relaxing, and ‘comfortable’ evenings we did enjoy!

pleased to be with Nic, a past marathon paddler and switched

Our only mistake was our decision to eat-out in Echuca.

on customer service marketing executive, who still believes that

Will we do it again? Certainly! ‘Our’ skinny mate Kevin has

country folk can get it right if they really try.

already indicated that he would oppose any changes to the team

Thanks to ‘Colloidal Col’, our self confessed SNAG, who knew

for the 2005 MM so, if you want to join our wonderful mob, you

all the beneﬁts of nutrients, trace elements, minerals and the use

had better ‘win Kevin over’ early in the year but, since none of the

of cramp avoidance magnesium and kept us well informed.

others are ‘dropping out’, it would have to become a TK2 relay!

We had a great marathon, different though it was to our original

Better talk to our mate Kev!

expectations. The Murray Marathon is about starting, ﬁnishing,

Finally, we came ﬁfth out of ten boats in the Open TK1 Relay but,

having fun, testing commitment, working as a team, coping with

to be fair, even if we had had a motor boat, we would not have

adversity, managing failure and success.

caught the ﬁrst two boats! Third and fourth? Maybe! But, we will

Thanks Colin, Peter, Stephen, Julie, Nicola and Shane for a great

do better next year!
Gary Flanigan

week, and thanks to our sponsor Peter Healy of Hollowcore
Concrete for a great experience.
David Richards
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Chair Connie Todaro
Race Organising and Skills Development
Phone 0418 142 137
Email bark2@alphalink.com.au

RACE ORGANISING AND SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

COMMITTEE
Chairperson

Connie Todaro

Board of Directors Representative

Kelly O’Shannasy

Minute Secretary

Joe Alia

Coach Representative

Julie Perriam and

Sunday 3rd April

Pamela Lilburne

500 metres Handicap Sprints

Race Director

Joe Alia

Marathon Representative

Joe Alia and nominated

Canoeing Victoria Representative

HEATHER BRAE SHORTBREADS
AND REEF ELECTRICS

Second Great Year

person as needed

This is an event for everybody. Anybody can win.

Mick Kane and Joe Alia

Perpetual Trophies. A great day of participation

WHAT’S NEW

for all. Singles only TK1, K1, C1, TC1, Polo Bats.

Canoeing Victoria ran a Level 1 coaching course held over a

Registration 9.00am First Start 9.30am

weekend in November 2005 at Fairﬁeld Canoe Club of which

For more information

6 FCC members attended. This was then followed up with a
Coaching workshop held early February and conducted by
Dasha Kopeck. From this we hope to have 6 Level 1 accredited
coaches at the club with a view of at least 2 continuing to a
Level 2 accredited coaches in the coming years.
Since Zoli’s departure late last year, Julie Perriam has been
running the 8.00am Sunday Beginners sessions, with the
assistance of Michael Loftus-Hills. In the coming months, the other

Contact Stephen Beitz 0412 968 729 / 9816 4670
REEF ELECTRICS
5KM & 10KM TIME TRIALS
Come and test yourself over either 5km or 10km.
See your improvement throughout the year.
Twice a year we will have a 10km Handicap Race

5 members who completed with Level 1 coaching course will be

based on people’s times.

assisting Julie with these sessions.

Start time 10.00am

The 10.00am Sunday training sessions have also continued

DATES

with the assistance of club members and guest coaches namely

20 March

Liz Hirrschoff and Alistair Carrie. Liz and Alistair will continue

24 April

to run sessions through out the year on a regular basis.
Stay tuned for dates very soon.
Stephen Bietz will continue to run formal time trials every 6 to 8
weeks. More details and dates are in this newsletter. The ﬁrst time
trial was held 30th January 2005 and was a great success.
The 2005 Marathon Winter Series will commence on Sunday 25th

29 May – 10km Handicap Race
3 July
21 August
2 October
27 November – 10km Handicap Race

April 2005 at Warrnambool. Our traditional Winter Series launch

Please note

BBQ will be held on Sunday 3rd April 2005 after the 10.00am

Last start for 10km will be at 11.00am

session. More details will be posted on the ROSD board at the club.

Last start for 5km will be at 11.30am
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Left: Michael Loftus-Hills and Roger Tralaggan.
Photo: Robyn Ward.

P A D D Y, P A D D Y, P A D D Y

Middle: Swan Hill oval – Paddy Express receive
their medals. Photo: Robyn Ward.
Right: Annette Kendall and Chris Sando.

“Paddy, Paddy, Paddy!” I screamed and waved, still vaguely

likeness to her brother Dave…NOT!) paddled with Chris Sando

wondering just what a Paddy is. Lofty and Roger paddled swiftly

(CCC award for being cool calm and collected at all times,

in to the checkpoint, visibly tired from another leg of the Murray.

even when attempting a reverse exit from a checkpoint). Naomi

We caught the boat, knee deep in sticky mud and thigh deep in

Williams (whose nickname Ren confuses people at the best of

Murray water. Lofty and Roger threw their paddles towards the

times) partnered me (which inevitably led to me being called

bank and rolled out of the boat. Their replacements, Alex and

Stimpy). Our land crew was in a league of its own. Hilary led the

Kelly, wasted no time moving the seats into position, jumping

way with logistics, writing out “chits” every day to tell us which

in, zipping up the spray decks and paddling off. Another

car we were travelling in and where our dry gear needed to be.

successful changeover.

As a result she became known as “Miss Chits”. Kelly’s man Richo

Fairﬁeld Canoe Club entered two Paddy teams in this year’s
Murray Marathon – Paddy Express and Paddy Expectations (a.k.a.
Stopping All Stations). Complete with green and yellow leprechaun
hats and bellowing cries, we left our mark; but it was hard to

(“Would anyone like a beer?”) took the obvious name of “Beer
Boy”. Roger’s brother Peter was the trip doctor and Netti’s brother
Dave completed the quartet (the other half of the Separated at
Birth award).

compete with the likes of the Enormous Horns (with witches hats

Although notionally a “fun” trip to the Murray, aspirations seemed

strapped to the top of each team car and horny head pieces worn

to grow exponentially as the Murray approached, with podium

while paddling) the Swan Hill high school (which competed in red

positions suddenly on the agenda. This almost all evaporated 30

tutus) or the magic mufﬁn team (which waved an oversized mufﬁn

seconds after the start as rival boat 344 shot away from the start,

at each checkpoint to ensure the relay paddlers caught sight of

leaving all in its wake.

the support crew and fresh paddlers waiting on the bank).

However, all was not lost. The day was horrendously windy –

748 competitors took part in the Murray Marathon 2004, in 89

so much so that we found tents blown over when we returned

different categories. Fairﬁeld Canoe Club was represented by

to camp. Roger and Lofty paddled hard to catch the fast-starting

the two Paddy crews, competing in the open TK2 relay and the

boat 344. So focussed was Rog’ that he threw his sunglasses

mixed TK2 relay, the “Frank’s Champions of the World” crew in

overboard after they fogged up rather than stop to put them

the mixed TK2 relay, the K4 crew of Steve Beitz, Peter Thompson,

inside the boat. Over dinner that night he told us he was pulling

Dave Richards and Colin Day, the Trinity School Relay crew, the

out his trusty Vane sunglasses for day 2, which were animal

TK1 relay crew of Werner Bolz, Kevin Hannington, Mike Goyne

tested, and had a phenomenal ability to cut glare off the water.

and Gary Flanigan and, perhaps most admirably, Anthony Miller
who successfully completed the full 404 km distance in the
open K1.
This is the story of Paddy Express.
We were led by Captain Kaos – Kelly O’Shannessy. She paddled
with Mr Gas Man – Alex James (Kelly confessed to spending 20
minutes of one leg wondering if he was indeed jet propelled).
Michael Loftus-Hills (Lofty who became known as Mt Kilimanjaro
due to an unidentiﬁed growth on his face which grew and grew

The category causing most discussion was the “K4 challenge”
which saw a red team, a blue team and a green team, compete
in a K4 relay. The paddlers were mostly inexperienced and the
crews paddled together for the ﬁrst time at the race itself. This led
to many capsizes and traumatic changeover points. Unfortunately,
Kelly and Alex came into their changeover on day 1 together
with both the red and the green K4’s. In the confusion, Netti and
Sando had to get in to the boat and negotiate a rear exit from the
changeover. All reasons why we could go faster on day 2!

during the Murray only to suddenly erupt and subside the day it

Ren and I paddled the ﬁnal leg of the day, not exactly sure how

ended) partnered Roger (“secret squirrel” due to his propensity to

far ahead the opposition was. As we entered one wide, straight

SSSHHHHH Lofty when approaching a rival team on the river).

section of the Murray with wind whipping up white caps, Ren

Annette Kendall (Separated At Birth award due to her incredible

exclaimed, ”I feel like we’re in Bass Strait!” (actually there were
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Members of the Paddy Expectations team
at Swan Hill. Photo: Veronika Nemes.

Paddy Expectations at Echuca. Photo: Eliza Weaving.

Another relay change. Photo: Veronika Nemes.

a few expletives and something about never wanting to see

I think Alex would probably agree as he changed into his jocks

the Murray again but I might have misheard given the wind

after ﬁnishing his leg, only to feel remarkably sticky. “Oh yes”,

noise). We noticed one boat had capsized up ahead and looked

said Kelly, “I think I may have spilled some Gatorade on them

hopefully to see if it might be the opposition. The boat was still

from my drink system”. I guess some paddling partnerships work

upside down when we went by so we couldn’t see the number.

in weird ways!!

I didn’t really believe it could have been the boat we were chasing
and crossed the ﬁnish line resigned to the fact that we were
second after day 1.
We had to celebrate when the results showed that we were the
ﬁrst open TK2 for day 1, 47 seconds ahead of boat 344.

More trauma was in store as Hilary received the bad news that
her boss had died and so she had to return to Melbourne for the
funeral. She promised to return for the ﬁnal celebrations.
Day 3 and things weren’t improving. We woke to the news that
344 had been successful in a protest about Day 1 and had been

Day 2 we were determined to hold onto our lead, even if it had

credited with 2 and a half minutes for assisting another boat.

only resulted from the opposition capsizing!! Lofty and Roger had

So instead of being within 2 minutes of them, we were suddenly

a phenomenal paddle to come in with 344. However, it wasn’t

4 minutes behind. We steeled our resolve to try and have an

without its dramas. They didn’t manage to go with 344 off the

aggressive day and take back some time.

start and had to claw their way back on to the wash. No sooner
had they managed to get on the wash than Roger had to take
off the Vane glasses. Not prepared to just throw these overboard,
he stopped paddling to ensure they were safely stowed under
the spray deck. Lofty was almost apoplectic at the delay, as 344
paddled away again. Somehow Lofty and Roger managed to peg
them back again and ﬁnish the leg on the wash.

It was becoming a bit of a pattern for 344 to start fast, with other
boats grappling for the wash. Day 3 was no different and Lofty
and Roger ended up following a mixed TK2 crew, in hot pursuit
of 344. When the mixed crew struck a submerged log and tipped
out, the lady in the rear grabbed hold of Lofty and Roger’s
boat and tipped them out as well. Suddenly all aspirations of
taking back time went out the window. Lofty ended up with the

The pressure was on Ren and I to hold the position. Halfway

spray deck around his ankles and as he drifted downstream, he

through the 20km leg, 344 attacked us around one side of the

managed to grab hold of all 4 paddles. In the struggle he had

blue K4 and we couldn’t match their speed up the other side. In

to ditch the spray deck. By the time both crews were back in the

fact, we struggled to get around the K4 at all. I changed tactics

boats and paddling, 344 were 10 minutes downstream. Our

and slowed down to go back around the K4 and try to get the tail

“aggressive” plan became a furious attempt to minimise loss and

wash of 344. All too late though and we were powerless to do

stay in the race. At the end of the day we were still 10 minutes

anything as 344 paddled away ahead of us.

behind for the day and 14 minutes behind overall. It seemed the

We then exchanged words (and a few more expletives) about

race was gone.

appropriate seating positions in the boat and correct tactics to

Day 4 just had to be better. This time Alex and Kelly lined up

employ, before getting ourselves together and chasing 344 into

for the start. In true “sprinter” fashion, Alex and Kelly took off

the next changeover about 90 seconds behind.

like a rocket and as the boats disappeared into the distance it

When all was said and done, we ﬁnished the day 2 minutes 30
seconds behind 344. In other bad news, our land crew started
to evaporate. Roger’s brother, Peter Tralaggan, was called up to
travel overseas to assist the tsunami victims and Netti’s brother
David had to return to Tullamarine to catch a ﬂight back to the
UK. All in all, I preferred day 1.

seemed they might be level with 344. However, there was a bit
of biffo downstream and two boats capsized, causing Alex and
Kelly to stop and lose all momentum. Under the pressure, Kelly’s
wrist cramped. Finally they got going, only to collide further
downstream with the “Paddy 3” team. It appeared our downhill
slide was continuing!!
Continued on page 20
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Left: Paul Andrews volunteers for the Red Cross.
Middle: Rich – a typical land crew! Photo: Robyn Ward.
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Right: Annette Kendall and Chris Sando.
Photo: Robyn Ward.
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The ray of sunshine we’d been waiting for appeared on the ﬁnal

We rode the tail wash of 325 for at least 10kms of the 15km leg.

leg of the day. Lofty and Roger started the leg 5 minutes behind

At this point, I was breathing pretty hard and the lady in 325

344. Given the huge time gap between us already it didn’t seem

said to me “It’s about time you girls dropped off, you’re sounding

to matter that much but it was a matter of pride. Roger thought

tired.” Nothing like waving a red rag in front of a bull! 325

he caught sight of 344 about halfway through the leg and as they

sprinted to try to put the nail in our cofﬁn but we weren’t about to

got closer and closer they were certain they had 344 in sight and

give up so easily. When the effort to drop us failed, 325 stopped

gaining quickly. That’s when Roger earned his nickname “secret

paddling, forcing us to take the lead. We went through to do

squirrel”. He “SSSSSHHHHHED” Lofty and crept up on the blind

some work but obviously didn’t go fast enough as 325 picked up

side of 344. With about 500 metres left to paddle, Lofty and

the speed again and we jumped back on the wash. This infuriated

Roger attacked ﬁercely, ﬁnally giving us victory fair and square

them and they stopped paddling again. So we took the lead for

and lifting our spirits.

the next kilometre or so. At this point the ﬁnish was approaching

Our light spirits carried over to camp. Someone bought a toy
snake and we all planned an elaborate practical joke on Lofty.
We placed the snake at the door of his tent and Roger sat
opposite with video camera ready to roll to capture the reaction.
The rest of us gathered in a circle, drinking and waiting for the

and so 325 picked up the pace again and we jumped back on
the wash. They ran us into the back of a TK1 and I asked “Are
you going to leave us any room?” The reply was scathing: “Why
should we? You’ve only led for about 2 minutes the whole leg!”
Apparently we hadn’t made friends that leg!

star of the show to arrive. We waited, and we waited and we

This was the hottest day of the lot as the mercury climbed to 36°.

waited, until the light was so dim the video camera became

Lofty and Roger had the “anchor” leg of the day – 25kms of

redundant. Finally Lofty arrived and, much to our disgust, sat

pain. And indeed they were in pain as their behinds started to

directly on top of the snake without even noticing its presence.

complain. Apparently, the discussion went something like this:

Trying to control our laughter, we started asking him to reach

Roger: “Gees my bum is sore!”

around him to see if he had any BBQ shapes on hand or other

Lofty: ”Yeah, I’m in a bit of pain too. You know if you were to say

nibbles we could get into. In the process, he grabbed the snake

that you wanted to stop, I would be happy to stop.”

and pulled it to his side, still not even noticing that it was there.

Roger: “Yeah, well if you were to say that you wanted to stop,

I was almost delirious with laughter. We ﬁnally gave up, thinking

I would also be happy to stop.”

the joke was on us. Then, about 10 minutes later, Lofty jumped

Lofty: “Right well, it’s not me saying that I want to stop, it’s just

in the air and screamed, “Snake!” We all erupted in laughter.

if you were to say that, then I would be happy to.”

He immediately turned to me and said “You cow!” I didn’t even

Roger: “Yeah well I’m not saying I want to stop either, but if you

buy the damn snake!

said that then I would stop.”

Day 5 and the ﬁnal day of competition. Ren and I took the start

And so they continued on, ﬁnishing with very sore bums, but

and I was extremely nervous, particularly as there was a bridge

pride intact!!

only 100 metres after the start and I had already seen footage
from previous years with boats going in every direction through
the bridge and capsizing readily. I tried to visualise us starting
like bullets, shooting straight through the middle of the bridge
and jumping straight onto the wash of 344.

After 5 days of hard paddling, we ﬁnished nearly 20 minutes
behind 344 in second place. We were proud of defeating the
Enormous Horns and we had an enormous amount of fun. At our
ﬁnal dinner we toasted the Murray, our land crew, the boat, our
paddles, crew members past, present and future, the cars that got

Although the start wasn’t quite like my day-dream, it went

us there, the spare boat and the trailer. The whole experience was

smoothly with no capsizes. 344 took off as usual and Ren and

deﬁnitely worth spending New Year’s Eve watching ﬁreworks in

I ended up on the tailwash of the same crew that had fallen in

Swan Hill!

and taken Lofty and Roger with them – I’ll call them 325.

Anna Millward
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Chair Robyn Ward
Phone 0414 886 220
Email Robyn.Ward@intergraph.com

BOAT MAINTENANCE
& RACK ALLOCATION COMMITTEE

Paddles – we are looking at clearly identifying all Club Paddles

WHO IS IN THE TEAM?

Chairman

Robyn Ward

with FCC stickers in April. Make sure your personal paddles have

Head of Boat Racking

Tony Payne

your name on them – so we don’t accidentally put a club sticker

Intermediate Boat Maintenance

Peter Thompson

on them!

Team member

Andrew Keegle

Canoe Polo Boats – a few members have asked about taking

MISSION STATEMENT

these boats out. Members are welcome to use these boats, but

 To manage racking allocation for privately owned boats

NOT at the following times, as the canoe polo team take them

 To maintain current club boats

off for competition:

 Improve boat facilities for club members

 Monday and Wednesday nights from 5.30pm onwards

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS

 Saturday 1.30pm to 5pm

Boat Racking: In the latter half of last year, Tony and the team

We are looking at getting the boats numbered – so they can also

concentrated on the boat racking, and providing racks for those

be signed out.

on the waiting list. We were successful, and many members
have now managed to secure their own boat racks. A full audit

Robyn Ward

of the boats was undertaken, and all unﬁnancial members
asked to remove their boats. Many unused boats were moved
to the higher racks – freeing up some of the lower racks. It’s an
ongoing process, with Tony continually checking the membership
movements to ensure all boat racks are fully utilised.
With the intermediate ﬂeet now being fully utilised at the club,
we are working at ways to continually improve this ﬂeet.

ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS
1. Over the next few months the boat storage area is to
receive an “autumn” clean. Any unidentiﬁed boats, paddles
or other equipment will be removed. FCC equipment will
receive new labels so please ensure all your personal

Some of the tasks underway you’ll see this year:

equipment is clearly identiﬁed with your name. In particular

 Introducing a system of ﬂags, so boats can be reserved for use

all paddles must be clearly marked as they are likely to be

at the Winter Series Races, or generally indicate boats which

moved from their current storage area. If you ﬁnd a pink

shouldn’t be used eg if damaged.

sticker on your equipment it will mean it has no identiﬁcation

 Waterprooﬁng the intermediate log sheet area further.

marking so please please please write or stick your name

 Ongoing analysis of the intermediate ﬂeet usage. There are a

on it.

few more boats to add – but no more racks, so we are currently
analysing usage levels, and hopefully going to spot a few boats
being under utilised – so we can introduce other boats onto
those racks eg K1 and K2.
 Ongoing maintenance – currently organising a few repairs to
the boats.
 Creating an ofﬁcial policy for the usage of the intermediate ﬂeet.
Beginner boats are always a maintenance headache. We are
looking at alternatives to managing this ﬂeet, as many boats are
at the point of not worth spending any more money ﬁxing them.

2. Please note that the racks are not designed for people
to climb on. A variety of poles have been provided to reach
doubles at high levels. If you need to get to a high level on
the racks the ladder key can be obtained from a Director at
the club. However the ladder is not designed to carry boats
down so use the poles for this task.
Tony Payne
03 9380 2863 / 0409 987167
Fax 9225 6686

Look out for improvements in this area soon.
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Chair Marc Bellette
m.bellette@pgrad.unimelb.edu.au
Phone 83440631 or 94801342 AH

COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

The communication committee has been rather busy lately. We met

Anna Millward

soon after Christmas to plan this current newsletter, and discuss

Newsletter editor

the correspondence received. As a new member to this committee

Phone 9457 1400

and club, I have been amazed at the time, patience and diligence

annarw@tpg.com.au

that this small group puts into producing this newsletter and at the
end of each issue they feel that they can get up and do it all again.

Michael Loftus-Hills
Photographer/website
Michael@loft.com.au

I’ve heard it said that the camel was invented by a committee
trying to design a horse. Personally, I’ve been learning the ropes
regarding who does what, when, and how. These roles aren’t
always clear, and we co-share many responsibilities. As you
can well imagine there are times when the various threads of

Julie Perriam
Layout and design
julie@disegno.com.au

publishing come together (such joy), and then there are those
times when some things just give us the slip. Can I therefore
apologise on behalf of our motley crowd if we failed to impress
in any way. I can only say that our intentions are pure and we
offer solemn assurances that we will do better this time.
Besides producing the rag, the committee has been focused on
lofty matters; they are editorial integrity, humorous notes, and

MISSION STATEMENT
 Communicate to members of the Fairﬁeld Canoe Club
 Communicate to potential members of Fairﬁeld Canoe Club
 Communicate to Board of Fairﬁeld Canoe Club
 Facilitate communication between members

technical liaisons. One of the big changes has been the FCC
NEWS, an email bulletin sent out regularly. We’ve received much
positive feedback about this. A matter that may cause confusion
is that it is currently coming from my student email address whilst
we ﬁnd a way to transfer the address book into the club’s web
mail system (blah, blah ... blah). Members who wish to be added
(we do care) or removed (leave us then, we’ll just party on without

WE WANT YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS OF:

you) from this address list, or want something sent out (no Irish

 club members

jokes please) can simply send me an email with the details.

 races

We have also taken on the task of uploading the newsletter to the

 you

FCC web site. So all you paddlers hungry for news can get it ﬁrst

 your family

in PDF format; meaning – now your printer can turn a dead tree

 your dog or cat

carcass into something worth while, and if you let us know save us

Digital only – email to michael@loft.com.au
All contributions most welcome

from doing it too. Or if you’re really keen, then save the trees and
see it on-line (read: lose your eyesight).
Marc Bellette
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DEAR PADDLETRICIAN

Q

Q

Its time to get a new one; yet alas where does one shop

Regards Pyropaddle

for such items these days and how will I know which colour

A

Dear Paddletrician
After many years of paddling my strapping body has

outgrown the leotard-suit I purchased when I was a wee boy.

I should wear?
Regards Bjorn

A

Dear Paddletrician
I lit a ﬁre in my K1 this morning. It was cold. The boat

sank! Why can’t I have a kayak and heat it too?

Dear Pyropaddle,
A ﬁre may not be the best heating option for a kayak.

Have you thought about purchasing an extra-long extension cord

Dear Bjorn,

from Bunnings and a portable heater and strapping it to the nose?

Ah that we all should have such problems! My feeling is

Another advantage of this method is that it provides a sure means

that the ladies would prefer it if you didn’t consider purchasing a

of ﬁnding your way back to the landing. We will ask Kev if he

new suit but continued to squeeze your paddle-toned lats into the

could install a powerpoint down at the landing for ease of use.

current model. You could consider adding a few well-placed rips
in the suit with some scissors to reduce the constrained feeling.

Q

Dear Paddletrician
I’ve swallowed the water. Don’t you agree that the river

could use a little chlorine at the moment? I’m paranoid I will
turn into a ﬂoating eel if something isn’t done by midnight!
Regards Paddlerella

A

Q

Dear Paddletrician
Ah, what a splendid implement is the paddle. Is it related

to the spatula by any chance?
Regards Paddlecake

A

Dear Paddlecake,
At a recent Christmas gathering with all my relatives in

Tasmania, I found the paddle to be very useful for icing the

Dear Paddlerella,

Christmas cake. Therefore, I also suspect a sharing of the gene

Having spoken to the eels, they advise that they are only

pool between the paddle and the spatula. I don’t believe this

playing dead to scare away all the annoying boat life on the river.

has been conﬁrmed in a laboratory as yet.

However, as you may be dead from liver failure shortly, turning
into an eel is probably the least of your concerns.

Q

Any other distressed paddlers in need of advice are urged
to send their concerns to Dr Paddletrician, c/o The Editor.

Dear Paddletrician
I cannot go far in my new Tango without causing injury.

I think the boat was built with a right-bias. Is there an
instruction manual, or should I just give up and go back to

B U Y, S W A P, S E L L

the Samba or try one of those new Cha Chas?

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Regards Mrs Foxtrot

K1 TANGO

K1 TIGER

A

New boat $2,250

White with yellow stripes

Lightweight 8kg

$650

and then it is simply a matter of advising them to dress to the

Call Stephen

Call Rachel Heath

centre rather than the left or the right and the problem is ﬁxed.

9816 4670

0403 177 253

In your case, perhaps your bra straps need adjusting. Try the new

0412 968 729

Dear Mrs Foxtrot,
Usually we get questions regarding a boat’s bias from men

Berlei K1. Good luck!
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WHAT’S HAPPENING AROUND THE CLUB

Liz and Simon Sharrock on their wedding day. Photo: Sharrock collection.

Liz and Simon Sharrock married on 18 December.
Photo: Sharrock collection.

Simon Sharrock, Geoff Higgins, Daniel Knight and Chris Sando at
Liz and Simon’s wedding. Photo: Sharrock collection.

Pamela Lilburne dancing the night away at Liz and
Simon’s wedding. Photo: Sharrock collection.

Helen Neill’s recruits a new
partner for her double.
Photo: Helen Neill.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING AROUND THE CLUB

Santa gives out the presents at the club BBQ to Jane Furphy
and Charlie. Photo: Michael Loftus-Hills.

Alistair Carrie after
coaching receives his
Christmas present from
Santa. Photo: Michael
Loftus-Hills.

Capuccino run last December. Photo: Michael Loftus-Hills.

Stephen Beitz at the recent 5 and 10km time trials.
Tony, Lucy and Holly Payne in the background.
Photo: Michael Loftus-Hills.

Liz Hirrschoff coaching
on Sunday morning.
Photo: Michael Loftus-Hills.
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PO Box 253, Fairﬁeld VIC 3078

